RelianSys®

Transforming Governance

Getting Started with RelianSys® Compliance
1 – How to Tailor Your Subscribed Registers
When you first access your Subscribed Registers in RelianSys® Compliance, you have access to a large body of
Legislative Content. Ultimately, most people want to focus this to the content that they need to comply with in
their own context. Some whole Registers or individual Obligations may not be relevant, and other Obligations may
not need to be reported, but will need to be Searchable.
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Action to Take

What Happens

Refer to the Section “Subscribed

The whole Register is removed

Registers” in the User Manual to hide

from being able to be accessed

the Register (Administrator role).

or Searched. Hence removed
from reports as well.

activities?
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Is the obligation relevant to our current

NO

activities?

Refer to the Section “Subscribed

The Obligation is removed from

Registers” in the User Manual to hide

being able to be accessed or

the Obligation (Super User &

Searched. Hence removed from

Administrator role).

reports as well.

Refer to the Section “Registering an

The Obligation is Searchable and

Obligation” in the User Manual.

visible in the Register, but is

YES

removed from all compliance
Select either ‘Not Applicable’ or
NO
Do we want to report compliance status
for this Obligation?

status reports.

‘Awareness’ from the ‘Sign Off Type’
drop down in the Compliance

However, you can retrieve the list

Registration screen.

of Obligations that have been
processed in this way using the

(Super User & Administrator role).

Compliance Status reports.

YES
Sign off the Compliance Status
(Complies/Partially Complies/Does Not
Comply) and obtain the reports you
require that show your organisational
compliance profiles.

Refer to the Section “Signing Off an Obligation” in the User Manual (Basic
User, Super User & Administrator role).
Note that you still have the option of deciding who will have access to any
Register. Refer to the Section “User Register Access” in the User Manual
(Administrator role).

“Legislative content” means the Obligations that are developed from legislative instruments and delivered to you as Subscribed
Registers. This content represents a summary of the relevant legal instrument/s, but does not constitute legal advice, as t he
context of application is unknown. Its use is for training and information purposes, and to direct the user to aspects of the law
that need to be considered in the context of your organisation’s activities and operations.
“Subscribed Registers” means the collection of Obligations that is delivered to you as a service and updated from time to time.
“Obligation” is the specific piece of information that is provided in each Register. It forms the core of the content delivery.
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